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Abstract:
Temple University Libraries’ Special Collections Research Center has steadily increased its instruction over the last several years, offering over 70 instruction sessions in the 2016-17 school year, with a commitment to effective archives-based learning that enhances student learning, engagement, and performance. For 2016-17, we added to staff a resident librarian with education and experience as a school library media specialist who did a capstone project adapting standard educational pedagogical models to primary source literacy in order to expand the existing instructional program at SCRC. This enabled us to build a coherent set of resources quickly and move forward exponentially with our primary source literacy content. The resources included extensive literature searches and a reading group, and work with SCRC staff to create a tool kit containing instructional modules for planning, design, delivery, and assessment; definitions; scripts; a bibliography; and next steps. Building foundational materials and documentation positions SCRC to continue to grow our instruction program and use the specialized instruction space in our new building (2019) effectively. The process and resulting products may benefit other archives wanting to jump start their instruction programs.
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